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Commentary: Media Coverage
of the World Summit on

Sustainable Development

JOANN MYER VALENTI
Brigham Young University

Environment News Service, the environment news wire service, listed more
than 150 stories related to Rio+10 by February 2002, a full six months before
the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) was scheduled to
begin. But the WSSD did not appear on the Society of Environmental Jour-
nalists’ online calendar until late July, and that came only after much prod-
ding. The dissimilar interest between environmental activists and environ-
mental journalists foretold what eventually happened in Johannesburg, South
Africa, 24 August to 4 September 2002.

The WSSD promised a follow-up to commitments made ten years earlier
at the unparalleled Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro. The Johannesburg
meeting offered an opportunity to assess change, successes, and failures in
terms of improving the condition of the world’s environment for both rich
and poor countries and, possibly, to establish real implementation guidelines.
(For summaries of previous sustainability conferences, see Lewis 2000;
Valenti 2000a, 2000b.) Skepticism prevailed. Nonetheless, governments,
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), international organizations, busi-
ness, and what has become in sustainability jargon “civil society” came
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together to make commitments to protect the natural environment and aid the
billions of people who inhabit the planet.

Although Sue Markham, the summit’s spokeswoman on site, did not con-
firm a final tally, an estimated four thousand journalists arrived to cover some
or all of the global event. Many did not have far to come. Major news organi-
zations, particularly from the United States, used Johannesburg bureau staff
or pulled in other African-based reporters. That was the case for The New
York Times, the Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe,
and The Philadelphia Inquirer. On the other hand, a columnist from The
Orange County Register (CA) showed up. Radio’s Living on Earth sent a
crew of three headed by Steve Curwood. Bill Moyers was reportedly there
with a British Broadcasting Corporation crew. And National Public Radio’s
Richard Harris, one of the handful of science reporters present, filed stories
from what looked like a broom closet at the Sandton City Media Center
housed in the bowels of the main session pavilion. Sandton City, a sprawling
suburban mega mall, safely miles away from downtown Johannesburg,
reflected little of what one might expect in a developing country. Only the
accreditation tents were less than high urban.

Media accreditation was a touchy issue for some, although that hardly
explains the lack of assigned reporters from the United States. That the U.S.
President refused to attend seems a more likely explanation for the sparse
U.S. media attention. Logistical arrangements for the high-level event
required solid journalism credentials and a letter of assignment, yet a number
of writers for major NGO publications managed to negotiate the paperwork
and unloaded daily reams of news releases on journalists trying to sift
through official information. Freelance writers were automatically denied
approval. One Chicago-based writer, who had covered Rio in 1992 and was
on assignment for two U.S. wildlife magazines, became so outraged at her
initially refused application that she contacted her congressman to complain.
Then, she risked the twenty-hour-plus flight anyway, managing to convince a
lesser authority on site that she was indeed a legitimate journalist.

Being there was an exercise in frustration and limitless patience. Former
Boston Globe environment reporter Dianne Dumanoski warned me that Rio
had been the worst three weeks of her life. She bemoaned the disorganization
of too many bureaucracies, far-flung venues, countless parallel events, lack
of advance information about scheduling, and unreliable, plus costly, trans-
portation. But as a newly retired academic anxious to get back on my journal-
istic feet, I was determined to go.

Being dog-tagged a media representative unleashed mixed responses.
Demonstrators vied for attention but required yet another round of formal
credentials to enter their venue, located a difficult and lengthy bus ride away
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from the main event. At the same time, media entry to three of the four major
sites had journalists trekking to back alleyways and using service entrances
guarded by armed police and looking like post–9/11 airport security with X-
ray machinery, dogs, and all. There were more than 150 computer stations
and another 200 hookups available for media at Sandton, but only 200 seats
reserved for print media in the main plenary gallery, some seven floors up
from media central, and the elevators were “down” for security reasons.
Media pool passes, generally available to those who arrived at 6:30 A.M.,
were limited. Photographers and television crews were escorted inside by
police officers.

Security, as would be expected when the leaders of 190 nations show up at
an event, was tight. However, the cultural blend of drumming and dancing
made the daily demonstrations seem more entertaining than hostile. Even
war dances seem less intimidating in front of upscale hotels. There were
occasional arrests and plenty of photo ops. The only serious bomb threat was
not revealed until the week following the closing session. The real day-to-day
challenge was to make one’s way through the endless security checks, second
rounds of credentials, and throngs of delegates or nondelegates only to find
traffic jams and program scheduling changes. There were eleven designated
bus routes in zone 1 around the main pavilion alone. None ran on schedule.
Logistics were complicated by the fact that the seven million residents of
Johannesburg speak eleven different languages. Isizulu is the most widely
spoken first language; Afrikaans is second. English sounds like their third or
even lesser preferred tongue. But stories abound in such a rich environment,
and persistent journalists kept the world informed, more about the politics
than any science or in-depth environment issue on the agenda.

When general assignment reporters or available news bureau staff are sent
to cover the environment story of the decade, the news we get predictably
focuses on political scuffles, economics, and human interest. Although these
ingredients are not inappropriate in a science or environment story, they need
to go hand in hand with an understanding of the decades of science policy and
the history of environment issues. NGOs and a wide range of activists criti-
cized the proceedings, the coverage, and the outcome. They arrived for the
most part as naysayers, possibly because they tend to expect instant depth and
clear solutions, and they suspect industry sabotage when sustainable devel-
opment has become the primary theme.

“If Putin shows and Russia ratifies Kyoto, pressure will be on the U.S. and
others,” early pundits predicted, and op-eds followed. “If NGOs can’t win on
their agenda items [such as dropping farm subsidies, compliance with
Kyoto’s climate change initiatives, etc.], they’ll push for political wins [such
as type II partnerships, many with government and industry],” others such as
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Friends of the Earth’s Bobby Peek and World Wildlife Fund’s Tom Crompton
warned. And such partnerships are what happened for many of the World
Conservation Union’s (IUCN’s) affiliates.

For example, Washington, D.C.–based World Resources Institute
announced a partnering with Shell Oil. The IUCN launched a biodiversity
partnership with the International Council on Mining and Metals. More than
thirty-two such enviro-industry partnerships were submitted to the United
Nations during the WSSD; ultimately, NGOs unofficially claimed two
hundred–plus “new” partnerships following the WSSD. The U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency announced a joining of forces with the U.S.
National Academies, including the National Academy of Sciences and the
National Academy of Engineering, to “allow policymakers to make better
use of scientific knowledge” in decision making and encourage scientists to
“incorporate the needs of decision makers into research priorities.”

At press briefings, journalists heard, “Climate targets are baloney,” “There
are no consequences for not meeting goals,” “All type II partnerships are sus-
pect,” occasional assurances that “governments are working hard,” and
“Johannesburg will be remembered as the ‘action’ summit.” South African
President Thabo Mbeki opened the summit, reassuring delegates there was
“no need to revisit battles that have already been fought and won.” Then, he
added, “Macroeconomics alone does not explain the lack of action.” Failure
in the global community to abide by international agreements results in “the
avoidable increase in human misery and ecological degradation,” he warned.

While daylong and into-the-night sessions tried to hammer out something,
anything at all, mantras evolved: transnational accountability is needed;
accountability must be binding, not voluntary; “new” funding is essential; we
need measurable results. The WSSD was, like Rio and Rio+5, a political
story first, then an economic story with environmental pressures the motivat-
ing factor. As European President Romano Prodi said to the press as he pulled
for Russia’s Kyoto signing, “I know it’s not 100 percent scientific, but it’s the
right direction to go.” And so said French President Jacques Chirac, the U.K.
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and a parade of other world leaders. All but
George W. (U.S. President George W. Bush) that is. It was not easy to watch
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell being booed, some delegates walking
out as he spoke. The poignant U.S. shame became page one news worldwide.

The simple fact that tens of thousands of voices came to talk about a simi-
lar agenda with critical environment issues at its heart may have seemed inad-
equate to some but astounding to those who have watched pessimistically
since Rachel Carson’s first alerts (Carson 1962). It felt like the whole world
was at least aware.
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There were a few rainy days when it seemed more delegates were wander-
ing around the shopping mall (possibly lost or blocked by security) than were
holding useful press briefings. In spite of cops on horses, cops in line, cops
with dogs, and police barricades, the smattering of national dress rather than
the dominant suit and tie crowd softened the setting. Along with street sounds
of drumming and whistles, South Africa’s thousands of leased cell phones
rang incessantly, an example of science and technology’s availability to solve
large-scale communication problems.

Worldwatch Institute Chairman Oystein Dahle offered an appropriate
summary of what the WSSD seemed best at accomplishing. “We are in the
process of creating hope,” he said. But hope is hard to cover. Negotiations and
agreements, with or without good science at the core, go slow and, for some,
not in time. That’s also a tough lead to write. Debates will continue, as will the
riots. Some would argue we are at the boiling point. One can become easily
undone when diplomats, political pundits, advocates, and lobbyists dialogue.
But any attempt to “empower the good guys,” as Greenpeace political direc-
tor Remi Parmentier sees it, or ensure transparency so the broad range of
stakeholders at least know whether science has played a role or not seems
hard to dismiss as wasted effort, UN protocol, international complexities, and
sometimes overwhelming challenges aside.

In late September, the Communication Initiative Web site (http://
comminit.com/pulse) reported poll results from a question asking whether
media coverage of the WSSD made a positive contribution toward the goals
of the meeting. Without knowing who responded, it is interesting that most
respondents disagreed (42 percent), and nearly one-third were unsure. Per-
haps those who disagree are insightful proponents of the limited media
effects theory, that media only carry the messages and audiences form opin-
ions based on prior knowledge and values. On the other hand, maybe media
are not yet playing a strong enough role in fully informing their readers, lis-
teners, and viewers. Information is clearly a powerful force for democratic
processes, and there is much still to be mined from the WSSD experience
(see, for example, www.johannesburgsummit.org, www.earthwire.org/wssd,
www.worldwatch.org/worldsummit, www.earthtrends.wri.org, and any
number of .gov sites).

The WSSD was a reminder of the importance of access to information and
the difficulty in telling the environment story in a compelling and under-
standable way. Rather than some profound roundup of headlines or promises
made, my inclination is actually to plug the first three-volume encyclope-
dia on life-support systems released during the summit, Knowledge for Sus-
tainable Development. Ask your library to order it now at www.unesco.org/
publishing. Be informed. Keep trying to communicate the science in global
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problems. Nobel laureate F. Sherwood Rowland and internationally recog-
nized researcher Jane Goodall participated in Johannesburg. “Community
participation does not come naturally to scientists,” said Karim Ahmed, for-
mer National Rural Development Council senior scientist and president of
the Global Children’s Health and Environment Fund. Being there came more
naturally to former California governor Jerry Brown, who held court in the
IUCN’s media center. Of course, Nelson Mandela was there. “The key to a
sustainable future lies in developing partnerships,” he said. “The moment is
too great to indulge in pessimism,” a Brazilian conservation leader told a
crowd gathered to hear her announce the world’s largest national park.

“Rio was hypothesizing,” I overheard one journalist say. In Johannesburg,
the evidence was clear and on the table. PBS’s Charlene Hunter Galt seemed
to ask the key final question at the last press briefing. “What is good gov-
ernment?” she asked. A panel of the world’s leaders including the UN’s
Secretary-General Kofi Annan ended by agreeing that countries will need to
judge themselves, not rely on the judgments of others. “The United Nations
will have to watch how corporations behave post-Johannesburg,” Annan
said. NGOs will need to intensify pressure on governments. He called the
WSSD a success.

A few days later, something about being in an open boat on an African
river, flanked by hippos, crocodiles, eagles, and a truly giant blue heron, gave
sustainability more credence as a worthy pursuit. As communication special-
ists, we need to overpower any natural skepticism and find ways to be produc-
tively involved, even if it means confronting more obstacles than are war-
ranted. Ironically, during the WSSD the International Herald Tribune ran a
news brief saying Dan Rather, a U.S. television network news anchor, felt
there is a new lack of emphasis on international reporting. “The public has
lost interest,” Rather said in a TV Guide article. But such pessimism does not
have to rule the day. Themba means hope in Zulu. Sustainability is perhaps
the ultimate environment story, it is international, and it needs telling.
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